Solution One Industries, Inc.
Medical Materiel Specialist III

**Federal Contractor:**
VEVRAA Federal Contractor Request Priority Protected Veteran Referrals EOE Protected Veterans/Disability.

**Company Overview:**
Solution One Industries, Inc (SOI) serves the Federal, State, Local and Prime sectors by delivering management, training and logistics experience to enhance the technical, logistics support, and service capability of its clients. SOI has been providing administrative and management support, including engineering services, document management, base and logistics support services support to the Department of Defense (DoD), State and Local Governments, other federal agencies and commercial enterprises for several years.

**Job description:**
This position may perform as a technical lead and provide overall operational responsibility for medical logistics functions to include advanced medical supply chain activities and biomedical equipment maintenance functions. Contingency material management tasks include: ensure all assets in medical War Readiness Materiel (WRM) allowance standards are accounted for and managed, establish levels for specific WRM assets on approved allowance standards for WRM assemblages, calculate and document basis of issue for mass casualty first aid bed expansion and force health protection programs, manage and exercise deferred procurement programs, ensure all assigned WRM assemblages are inventoried In Accordance With (IAW), regulatory requirements. Develop a WRM acquisition plan in advance of funding allocation, ensure all assigned WRM assemblages are stored as required; develop activation checklists for logistics activities, brief medical readiness committee on materiel status of all assigned contingency projects, conduct self-inspections, maintain shelf life extension program, maintain support agreements, and maintain WRM continuity files. Performs controlled medical item management tasks as required.

**Responsibilities:**
- In addition to Medical Materiel Specialists level I and level II duties) will include, but are not limited to: Lead and overall operational responsibility for medical logistics functions to include advanced medical supply chain activities and biomedical equipment maintenance functions.
- This position will oversee Medical Materiel Specialists Level I and II activities and coordinate with the COR.
• Requires proficiency in inventory management, and medical logistics support instructions, policies and regulations.
• This medical material specialist works under immediate supervision of a senior medical materiel specialist, supervisor or manager. Performs all other position related duties as assigned or requested.

**Education:**
Bachelor’s Degree in business or logistics related field

**Experience:**
10 years of Medical Logistics field experience. Specialized experience will include supervision and overall operational responsibility for medical logistics functions to include general medical supply activities, ordering, receiving, customer support, inventory management, warehousing and operation of various materiel handling equipment, report development, analyzing log functions, and biomedical equipment maintenance functions.

Experience shall have taken place in a healthcare or healthcare support setting and have a comprehensive understanding of medical War Reserve Materiel/Medical Counter - Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (MC-CBRN) / Home Station Medical Response (HSMR) program management and ECMM operation execution of Class VIII medical supply sustainment. MMIS assemblage management expertise.

**Security Clearance:**
Site specific clearance requirements will apply.

**Employment Type:**
Regular - Full Time

**Location:**
JBLM, WA

**Pay:**
Hourly.

**To Apply:**
tacomajobs.com